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About the Book
Article 51(A) of the Constitution talks about the duties of citizens of India, as per 51(A)(g) of the Constitution it’s the duty of every citizen
to Protect and Improve the Natural Environment including Forests, Lakes, Rivers and Wild life, and to have Compassion for Living
Creatures.
Our Constitution empowers us to works towards a better Environment in sprit and in action, this very spirit is the basis for writing this
handbook on Agara Lake. As a Lake Activist I am making an attempt to share the success story of Agara Lake revival, as I strongly
believe that many more Lakes have to be revived and Agara Lake Success can inspire citizens across Bengaluru to come together
and work for revival of Lakes. Agara Lake is a story of collaborative and constructive relationship between Citizens and Government
in which the winner is Agara Lake and Bengaluru City. Supportive Government, responsive Lake Development Authority (LDA) and
pro-active Citizen Group ALPMS worked together to make revival a reality. On behalf of ALPMS and Citizens I take this opportunity to
thank Shri Siddaramaiah Former CM, GoK, Shri Ugrappa MP Ballari, Shri Kaushik Mukherjee, Ex Chief Secretary GoK, LDA CEOs & Staff,
Forest Department and KSPCB for making Agara Lake revival a reality.
As responsible Citizens we have a Constitutional duty to leave behind a Better Environment when our Journey ends!
Warm Regards
Kavitha Reddy

Date: 5th May 2019
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History of Agara Lake
Agara Lake comes in the Koramangala-Challagatta Valley under
the Varthur Lake series and is spread over 39.58 hectares of greenery
and water with a shore length of 2.1 kms. Agara Lake was once a
pristine Lake in Bangalore, located in Sarjapura ring road between
Koramangala and HSR Layout, Lake was scenic spot for residents of
HSR Layout and surrounding areas.
In 2004, the Bangalore Development Authority (BDA), together with
the Forest Department, restored the lake by increasing greenery via
Tree plantation, developing joggers track and protected with a
fence around it. Following these measures, the Lake attracted a
large variety of birds, like Water Fowls, Coots, Purple Moorhens, Grey
Herons, Egrets, Kites, Kingfishers and more making it a valuable lung
space that many area residents cherished.
More than 1000 residents with families used to visit the Lake from the surrounding area HSR Layout, Koramangala,
Jakkasandra, Agara and Ibblur to enjoy environs of the lake daily. But this didn’t last long, due to litigation on Public Private
Partnership (PPP) lease lack of basic maintenance, uncontrolled access and lack of security resulted in heaps of debris
dumped around, broken fence, reeking water, unkempt garden, tons of garbage, floating plastic.
Many concerned Citizen and Environment groups worked relentlessly, gathering support, meeting authorities and
demanding action but got nothing more than a list of excuses, with no plan-of-action or timeline to fix the deteriorating
situation of the lake. Post the landmark judgment and cancelation of PPP Lease in Feb 2012, lake was handed back to
Lake Development Authority (LDA). Residents in this eco-foot print being the primary stakeholders of the lake were extremely
concerned and wanted to save the lake, they came together to form a Citizen Group to address the issue and to ensure
LDA takes appropriate steps to revive the lake.
Bangalore's 1000 mts elevation on the Deccan plateau gifts its salubrious weather but reduces the scope for rainwater harvesting. With the decimation of
hundreds of lakes in the last 50 years, the few lakes remaining in the city are the last hope for arresting our depleting water table. Thanks to ALPMS and Water
Warriors, there is still hope. I am sure this monogram would help create awareness and multiply their tribe – Kaushik Mukherjee, IAS Ex Chief Secretary, GoK
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Citizen Campaign to Revive Agara Lake
Lakes needs champions and the stakeholders are indeed the champions of Lakes, citizens from different walks of life came
together with a single objective to save the Lake. Once a lung space had turned into sewage pool and had become a
den for anti-social activities and Citizens felt they have to do something about it and save the Lake.
The citizen group across the locality started to talk about the Lake and initiated massive Clean-up drives, Tree Plantation
and Awareness activities around the Lake on a regular basis. Support poured in from Chief Secretory, MLC, LDA CEO and
many Environmentalist to save Agara Lake. Regular interaction with the authorities, and greater involvement on ground
made way to Shri Ugrappa then MLC (later MP Ballari) inviting the then Chief Minister Shri Siddaramaiah to Agara Lake as
part of the city rounds. The visit indeed became the turning point, giving the citizen movement a bigger victory, the Chief
Minister gave instructions to LDA for a full revival of the Lake.

Agara Lake Protection & Management Society (ALPMS)
Citizen movement finally had to take shape of a registered body to carry on the momentum built over many months to
make the revival a reality. Agara Lake Protection and Management Society (ALPMS) was the result of continuous
deliberation on how momentum can be sustained till the objective is met and also how citizen participation can keep the
Lake in a good shape post revival. Over 40 citizens became members of ALPMS, with well-functioning Executive Committee
started interactions, discussions, meeting with Government authorities on a daily basis to speed up the revival process.
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Revival of Agara Lake
12th Sept 2016 exactly after 3 years from the visit of the Chief Minister Shri Siddaramaiah formal inauguration of the revival
process was initiated. For 3 years there were many delays due to BWSSB work, Elections, Tender process, Cabinet approval
even though the Detailed Project Report (DPR) ready and was discussed and approved. ALPMS Team was actively involved
in the elaborate DPR process, thereby making it an inclusive process considering all stakeholders.
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Features of Agara Lake
Every Lake is unique, even though some of the problems are common across Lakes. Agara Lake is surrounded by roads on
all three sides making it less prone to encroachments, Lake was subjected through a huge legal battle, sewage does not
enter the Lake as there is an option to bypass, primary source of water is the rain that comes through the main Rajakaluve
and shoulder drains from the road, Wetlands have added to the bio-diversity and aesthetics of the Lake.

Wetlands
Wetlands are the Heart of any waterbody the vegetation in the Wetlands acts as filters that treats water naturally before it
enters the main waterbody, the vegetation also is a habitat for different varieties of organisms. Agara Lake has an
improvised Constructed Wetlands (CW) that treats Municipal Waste, Sewage and Storm Water at various stages, CW is an
engineered system that uses natural function like soil, organisms, vegetation to treat waste water, and acts as Bio-filter and
removes heavy metals just like natural Wetlands.

Inlets & Outlet
Waste water (sewage mixed) does not enter the Inlet as the level of the inlet is higher, and the Inlet has multiple levels to
address the floating garbage issues. When it rains the Inlet gates are open and water flows through the meshed area into
the silt tank and any floating garbage that is let in through the mesh gets trapped before water enters the staged Wetlands,
Lake has 8 inlets in addition to the Rajakaluve, which includes the shoulder drains from the Sarjapura Road and a secondary
drain from HSR Layout. Waste Weir (Outlet), over flows to the same Rajakaluve in the downstream, that further flows to
Bellandur Lake, it is also protected with mesh to ensure that any back flow due to flooding does not carry the floating
garbage along.

Biodiversity
Migratory and Resident Birds are an attraction at Agara Lake, Island that has a large number of Fruit bearing and Nesting
Trees has become a home for the Birds which also has a good quantity of Fishes to feast upon, also spotted are the Snakes,
Butterflies and Insects. Different species of Trees and Shrubs, Bamboo and Wetlands offers a unique Biodiversity.
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Amenities in Agara Lake
Conservation of the Lake, creating a Green space for not just citizens but
for Fauna making it an inclusive Lake has been the objective of the revival
process. Hence, the amenities for citizens are planned in a very natural
way to ensure less impact on the Flora and Fauna. The Lake premises is
more in line with urban forest with specific trees that attracts Birds and
enable them to build their nests to make Agara Lake their home.

Walking & Jogging Track
Wide Mud Walking & Jogging Track that is easy on the foot even
encourages many to walk/run bare foot. The almost 3 kms Mud Track
takes the walker/runner around the Lake and the unique triangular Tree
park, giving a full tour of the Lake.

Cycle Track
Agara Lake is the only Lake that has a separate tiled 2.5 kms Cycling
Track, to ensure safety of the walkers, runners, children and senior citizens
using the Mud Walking & Jogging Track.

Kalyani
Rituals and Festivals are part of our culture, but we also have the
Constitutional duty to protect and conserve Water bodies, hence a large
Kalyani is built for rituals and idol immersion to ensure that the main Lake
is not polluted.
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Children Park
Safe public spaces for children are shrinking in Bengaluru, understating
this important requirement in Agara Lake there is an exclusive play area
for children, where they can play safely and also socialize with other
children. At Agara Lake Schools are also encouraged to bring in students
of all age groups for a Lake tour to help them learn about the importance
of Lakes and Water bodies and the need for Conservation.

Open Gym
Open Gyms or Outdoor Gyms are indeed a common feature in many
Parks, in an attempt to provide facilities for citizens to keep themselves fit
and healthy there are six Open Gym platforms located around the Lake
with different exercising options.

Gazebos
Rest or sit around with family & friends or do Yoga or simply sit and watch
the beauty of the Lake in a Gazebo. Six Gazebos are positioned very
thoughtfully to give the best view of the Lake, watching the Sunrise,
Sunset in peace and enjoy the tranquility can relieve work stress.

Toilets
100-acre Lake is a vast spread, and basic amenities like Toilets is very
important given the requirements of Women, Children, Sr Citizens and
Citizens with Medical conditions. Three Toilets units are located 1 kms
away for each other keeping in mind the requirements of all.
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Agara Lake Before & After
Almost 100+ acre of Agara Lake is a scenic beauty and a lung space in the concreate jungle, the Lake that was once
close to 200+ acre eventually lost land for roads and BDA Layout, what was left was revived by the BDA. But it did not last
long as it was dragged into legal tangles and lack of upkeep and apathy almost killed the Lake. Any public space more
so if it’s a Lake or a Park it needs proper maintenance and constant monitoring, Environment is fragile with demographic
changes and external impacts, Conservation of Lakes becomes more important than ever.
Picture don’t lie, and these pictures taken before and after revival of Agara Lake not only brings positivity but can also
inspire citizens who are campaigning to Save Lakes in their localities to keep their fight going.

Before Photo

After Photo
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Future of Agara Lake
Conserving what we have is as important as revival, post the closing down of LDA the Lake
ownership is with the Karnataka Forest Department, and the role of both the Department
and Citizens represented by ALPMS are indeed at most critical. At no point in time one
can let the guard down, as Conservation is not an event, it’s a process.
The legal battle of Agara Lake on the old PPP lease is a thorn in the flesh, and going on
in the High Court. There is also a need to work towards a long-term plan to maintain the
Lake and make it more sustainable as years pass. Well revived Lake needs a sustained
effort to make the Lake and its premises better every day which mean higher
involvement and co-operation from the Citizens and Visitors.
The Saplings that have been planted for the last 2-3 years will grow to become big Trees
increasing the density of the Forest cover, as part of the DPR an automated check dam in the
Rajakaluve has to be installed to ensure maximum quantity of quality Rain water flows into the Lake.
Fishermen fishing and villagers cutting grass for their cattle play an important role in keeping
the Lake clean, hence creating the stakeholders for the Lake will make Lake maintenance
more sustainable and inclusive.
Creating awareness among the localities, encouraging schools to make Agara Lake as
part of their teaching process, adherence to all Conservation guidelines, participation
of organizations via CSR funds, pro-Environment policies by Government, building
communities around the Lake without losing the core Vision that Lakes are not for
Entertainment are very crucial for the future of the Lake.
Well maintained & protected Water body, mitigating flooding, with thriving Bio-diversity,
providing immense Social benefits to its stakeholder & communities is what it Agara Lake is
envisaged as.
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Agara Lake Photos

“Mindless development
coupled with poor
drainage systems in
catchment areas has
affected Lakes of
yesteryears.
As an Environmentalist, I
feel that Government
should restore surviving
Lakes in Bengaluru by
freeing them from
pollution &
encroachments. Well
preserved Lakes, along
with flora & fauna is much
needed”
- Brig R S Murthy (Retd)
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“The earth, the air, the land and the water
are not am inheritance from our fore fathers
but on loan from our children. So we have to
handover to them at least as it was handed
over to us” – Mahatma Gandhi

As Environment & Lake Activist and Vice President of ALPMS, this literature in the form of a handbook is a
humble attempt to share the success story of Agara Lake. At a time when Bengaluru is losing Lakes and
Citizens are losing hope, this is a testimony of how Perseverance and Determination helped to Collaborate
and work with the Administration to save and revive a Lake, that can inspire other Citizen groups too.
I sincerely hope this book helps in campaign for the revival of other Lakes of Bengaluru.
Kavitha Reddy
Mountaineer l Environment & Lake Activist l Social Entrepreneur l AICC Member l KPCC Spokesperson
www.KavithaReddy.in
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